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.H\ZRUGV)LUPV¶LQFHQWLYHVVFKHPH0DWFKHGFRPSDULVRQJURXS2EVHUYDWLRQDOVWXG\3URSHQVLW\VFRUH

 ,QWURGXFWLRQ
In 1986 the Italian Parliament passed a bill, which we will refer to by its ID code, L.44, in order to
promote youth entrepreneurship in the south of Italy, a comparatively disadvantaged area in the
country. In its bare essentials the programme, which is still going on after some reshaping, is as
follows. Eligible people are youths living in the south of Italy, no matter for their labour force state,
who are willing to establish a new firm there. Applicants have to provide a business plan in which
they analyse the market prospects and explain why they do believe they could succeed. A panel of
referees review the applicants and select the most promising ones. Enrolled projects are then
generously subsidised in cash (in the span of time 1986-1992, the period we consider, average
subsidy has been Lit. 3,500 million - around 1.7 million Euro) and provided with know how through
training and tutorship.
The rationale for such program rests on the belief that good potential entrepreneurs exist in the
target area, in particular among youths, who are prevented from starting their firms by market
imperfections, in particular by credit market ones. The programme aims at identifying such good
potential entrepreneurs and at helping them to overcome market imperfections and start their
businesses.
1

So far, no serious attempt has been done to evaluate how the programme has performed. Despite
this, the programme has enjoyed vast popularity, leading the European Commission to include it
among the European Best Practice Examples of active labour market policies (European
Commission, 1997, p. 44). The reason of this success lies in the fact that subsidised firms appear to
live longer than comparable spontaneously born firms (see for instance Centosud, 1995 and
Ministero per gli Interventi Straordinari nel Mezzogiorno, 1993).
In fact, the evidence we obtain in this paper is consistent with the anecdotal evidence provided so
far. Consider Figure 1 displaying the survival functions for a group of subsidised firms and a group
of comparable (with respect to two-digit industry, geographical location and cohort of birth)
spontaneous firms (see below for details on the data). Apparently, mortality rates among subsidised
firms are much lower than among spontaneous firms. Does it mean that recruited firms are better
than spontaneous ones in any meaningful sense? Does it bear any support to the programme?
)LJXUH. Survival functions for subsidised and spontaneous firms (with 95% confidence intervals)

By referring to textbook production theory, an obvious explanation for such evidence is that in the
span of time during which they receive the subsidy (which is unusually large by the European
standards; more details in section 2) recruited firms bear operating costs lower than those borne by
spontaneous firms; hence, they make higher profits and are more likely to survive. To establish in a
meaningful sense whether recruited firms are good as compared to spontaneous ones one should not
content itself at looking at their survival rates; one should assess their efficiency. Or, to turn to an
observable counterpart of efficiency, one should look at their survival chances by properly
accounting for subsidies to spell out how much the higher survival chances are due to higher
efficiency and how much it is due to the subsidy.
This way of looking at the evaluation problem is a direct implication of the rationale for the
programme we mentioned few lines above: the subsidy is just a tool to promote successful firms
which in the absence of the programme would not start operating. To show the programme is
working one should show that selected firms are truly good firms whose survival chances do not
2

rely upon the subsidy (in fact, one should also show there is not any deadweight effect; more on this
below). Brancati (1997) places the same emphasis on the role of selection in the L.44 programme.
This view is entirely consistent with some literature on firms supporting schemes (see for instance
Storey, 1993). Such literature points out that in the absence of any targeting of such schemes to high
quality potential firms high mortality rates are very likely to occur among subsidised firms because
low quality firms typically survive on the subsidy and cease soon after its exhaustion. Hence, what
matters for the success of such programmes is not how effective the subsidy SHU VH is in keeping
firms alive but how well selected the beneficiaries are. To prevent this dependence of firms on
subsidies only ‘good’ firms should be selected and/or the efficiency of selected firms should be
enhanced by providing them with proper training.
This is exactly the point made by the European Commission (1997, p. 44), too: “A solution to
improving (start-up grants) effectiveness can be found in the provision of specific training in
combination with finance and an appropriate assessment of the feasibility of each business project”.
In fact, the L.44 programme perfectly fits such guidelines: subsidised firms go through a highly
selective screening process and the entrepreneurs are offered a training programme tailored for each
specific case in order to fill their likely lack of experience.
Obviously, in a programme targeted to high quality potential firms there is plenty of room for
dramatic deadweight effects since if any firm is to overcome the alleged market imperfections and
to become an actual firm it is likely to be an high quality one. Hence, besides showing that selected
firms are high quality ones, to show the programme is working one should also provide evidence
that in the absence of the program they would have not started operating. Notice however that to
question the programme it would be enough to prove that selected firms are not high quality ones.
No matter for the existence of deadweight effects, if the programme fails to promote successful
firms it fails altogether.
The question we address in this paper is the following one: is it because of the screening and
training mechanisms that L.44 firms are able to survive much longer than spontaneous firms? Or, is
it just because they receive large subsidies?
In the former case, we would conclude that one necessary condition to maintain the programme is
met, the other necessary condition being the absence of any deadweight effect. In the latter one, we
would conclude against the programme. On the other hand, we will not address the deadweight
effects issue.
To preview our conclusion, our results suggest that if one takes the start-up advantage into account,
subsidised firms do not live any longer than spontaneous firms. A simple way to contrast the proprogramme-looking evidence in Figure 1 is to look at the survival functions for spontaneous and
subsidised firms, respectively, conditioning on the pool of firms still alive at the age of thirty
months (Figure 2). At that age a significant proportion (but not all) of the subsidy is over so that
surviving spontaneous firms bear costs which are closer to (but still lower than) those borne by
spontaneous firms. Apparently, most of the difference in the mortality rates documented in Figure 1
disappear in Figure 2 suggesting that it is the subsidy to enhance the survival rates for subsidised
firms, not their efficiency. In the following we elaborate on this.

3

)LJXUH. Survival functions for subsidised and spontaneous firms conditional on surviving up to
the 30th month (with 95% confidence intervals)

The paper is organised in the following way. In section 2 we provide more details on the working of
the programme. In section 3 we establish a link between the firm latent quality, its efficiency, and
the observable outcome, its survival time, by referring, albeit loosely, to Jovanovic (1982); we show
why a longer survival time among subsidised firms does not imply a higher level of efficiency;
finally, we develop a test on the programme effectiveness to yield firms whose surviving chances
do not rely on subsidies. In section 4 we explain how we control for observable heterogeneity. In
section 5 we present empirical results (the data set, which is derived from Social Security files, is
described in an appendix). Concluding remarks follow.

 $GHVFULSWLRQRIWKHSURJUDP
L.44/1986 applies to companies which are not yet established at the time of the application.
Eligibility criteria are the following. Beneficiaries have to operate within certain industries:
agriculture, manufacturing and business services (this excludes trade, for instance); the majority of
partners have to be between 18 and 29 years of age, or, alternatively, all partners have to be younger
than 35; the companies have to be located in the southern regions of the country.
Notice that, differently from other start-up grants programmes in Europe, one needs not to be
unemployed to be eligible.
Selected companies are provided with both financial help and services. The financial help consists
of:
1. A non-refundable grant to provide start-up capital, up to Lit. 5 billion (around Euro 2.5 million)
and up to the 60% of the overall disbursement (which can include the business plan, the purchase
of land, buildings, equipment and electrical, water and telephone connections). Its exact amount
varies according to the region and the age of the partners. A special bonus is offered when
companies are made mainly of women.
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2. A loan is offered on special conditions, allowing for an interest rate 70% lower than the market
one; it may cover up to 30% of the start-up capital and lasts for 10 years.
3. A non-refundable grant of up to Lit. 1 billion (Euro .5 million) for the first year of life of the
company and Lit. 0.75 billion (Euro .37 million) for the second year are provided towards
operating costs, including interest rates and rents. Only wages and salaries are excluded.
Enrolled entrepreneurs are also offered training courses on how to run their company. Besides, each
subsidised firm is watched over by a tutor - an established company in the same industry - during
the first spell of activity.
There are a number of constraints on the beneficiaries. The benefits are not available if a company
receives other forms of subsidy. Equipment and buildings cannot be diverted to purposes other than
those specified in the business plan, for 5 and 10 years respectively. Shares of the company cannot
be transferred to non-eligible people for 10 years (this is in order to prevent ‘normal’ entrepreneurs
to exploit the benefits).
As for the selection of beneficiaries, candidates have to present a business plan, the linchpin of the
whole decision process. On the basis of it, in fact, the &RPPLWWHHIRUWKHGHYHORSPHQWRIQHZ\RXWK
HQWUHSUHQHXUVKLS which is in charge of implementing the scheme (and which has now become a
proper company, owned by the Treasury) makes a first screening. The selected projects are then
evaluated by a panel of referees. Finally, the Committee makes a proposal to the Treasury.
As a matter of fact, selection criteria have been very tight: out of the 4,000 plans submitted by 1993,
only 20% were passed. On the other hand, in sharp contrast with other European start-up grants
programmes, the benefits are very generous. To give an idea, in the time span 1986-‘93 local
administrations in the South granted subsidies for Lit. 1,004 billion to 3,142 starting firms, i.e. an
average amount of Lit. 300 million. In the same period, the average subsidy under the L.44 scheme
was more than ten times as much, i.e. Lit. 3,500 million, granted to 792 firms.
Since 1993 the scheme has been slightly modified. As we already mentioned the Committee has
been transformed in a joint stock company, entirely owned by the Treasury; subsidies can be
delivered to firms operating outside the South provided they belong to the areas of the EU
objectives 1, 2 and 5a; the initial grant has been extended to three years.

 $IUDPHZRUNIRUHYDOXDWLRQ
The purpose of this section is twofold. Firstly, we want to find an empirical measure of the
effectiveness of the programme. As we mentioned earlier, the aim of the programme is to allow
potential ‘good’ entrepreneurs in disadvantaged areas to start their businesses, who would otherwise
be prevented by market imperfections. We show that, under general conditions, firms’ survival is
related to their efficiency: hence, if one compares survival rates between subsidised firms and a
sample of spontaneous ones, which are made comparable according to very precise criteria (defined
in section 4), this provides a test of the effectiveness of the programme, by which we mean the
ability both to select ‘good’ candidates to start with and to train them properly. Clearly a proper
comparison has to take into account the fact that subsidised firms can rely on an initial subsidy,
something which is missed from previous analyses. Even so, as we shall see, the comparison can
nevertheless be biased in favour of subsidised firms since, given the design of the programme, they
can carry on substantial benefits even after the deadline of the initial subsidy.

5

As for the second objective of this section, we develop a test of the programme’s effectiveness
which relies on the shape of the hazard function. If hazard is increasing over time and such
increasing pattern is peculiar to subsidised firms, then it can be argued that the initial selection
process failed to pick up ‘good’ projects that are able to survive after the demise of the subsidies.



$VLPSOHPRGHORIILUPVVHOHFWLRQLQDQGRXWRIDQLQGXVWU\

To clarify which aspect of the scheme is under trial in this paper we need to introduce a little
notation. Let the indices L and W run over firms and periods, respectively. To produce a level T of
output at input prices S firm L in a specific industry has to bear the cost
LW

I

LW

F (T , S
LW

I

LW

)[

LW

,

with F  common to all firms in the industry, constant over time; [ is a firm-specific
characteristic reflecting firm’s inefficiency, which we allow to vary over time to account for
learning-by-doing processes.
Let π = S T - F ( T , S ) [ be the profit at time W for firm L. In each period the firm maximises its
expected current profit
LW

T

LW

LW

I

LW

LW

LW

LW

max ( {π LW } ,
T

where S is the output price; X = π - ( {π } is a random component varying both across firms
and over time reflecting factors unknown to the agents at the time they draw their decisions1.
Conditional on the optimal level of T the firm attains a profit which differs from the expected one
due to the unanticipated outcome X . In the following we assume that input and output prices are
constant across firms and we drop the index L from them.
T

LW

LW

LW

LW

LW

LW

Entrepreneurs enter and exit the industry by comparing expected profits in the industry to returns
from alternative investments. Let τ be the threshold such that the firm quits at period W if and only if
π <τ .
LW

Since under plausibly general regularity conditions expected profits increase as [ decreases, more
efficient firms are more likely to enter the industry and to survive longer2. That is, the survival time
' is negatively correlated to the level of inefficiency [. Otherwise stated, the hazard function
K (W | [ ) = I (W | ' ≥ W , [ ) for a [-inefficient firm (I  is the survival time density) increases with
respect to [ at each point in time: among firms still alive after W periods the more efficient ones are
the most likely to survive further.
Exploiting such monotonic relationship between [ and K _[ , we can use K _[ itself as an index of
(in-)efficiency. If [ was time-invariant then the following stochastic ordering would hold due to the
dynamic selection process
( [ | ' ≥ W ) f ( [ | ' ≥ V ), ∀(W , V ) | V > W ,

that is, the pool of firms still alive at time W would be (stochastically) less efficient than the pool of
firms still alive in any subsequent period. Such stochastic ordering is just reinforced if firms learn

1

In Jovanovic (1982) XLW reflects the agent’s ignorance on x which s/he can learn about only by operating his/her firm.

2

In the Jovanovic (1982) framework this result is formally derived.

6

by doing. Let we stress the dependence of [ on firm age by writing [W . If [ decreases as the firm
grows older then )[|'≥W , the cumulative distribution function (cdf in the following) of [ among firms
still alive after W periods, moves to the left as W increases both because of dynamic selection and
because surviving firms become more efficient.
W

Let
K (W ) = ∫ K (W | [ )G)[|'≥ W

be the aggregate hazard rate among firms still alive after W periods. Does the selection model
introduced so far bear any implication for the pattern of K W ? Standard econometrics of duration
data would imply that in the presence of heterogeneous agents the aggregate hazard function should
decline over time. In our case study such a declining pattern would signal that as time flows the
composition of the pool of surviving firms increasingly shifts towards more efficient firms which,
being more efficient, die at a lower rate.
In fact, there is some evidence from several empirical studies witnessing an increasing pattern for
K W during firms infancy which turns to a declining pattern as firms grow older. Harhoff, Stahl and
Woywodes (1998) find such non monotonic pattern for medium to large size German firms in some
industries, with K W peaking in the age class 2-5 year (or even later for large firms). Storey (1994, p.
93) provides a similar evidence with reference to a pool of firms from United Kingdom, with K W
peaking by the end of the second year of life. Caves (1998) in his review on firms turnover reports
that such evidence seems to be quite widespread. He also reports on some evidence that when
hazard rates can be measured by months they increase for the most of the first year.
An explanation for such non monotonic pattern is in Pakes and Ericson (1998). Moving from
Jovanovic (1982) they point out that if firms make their entry investment unsure of their success illfated firms, namely firms which in our notation exhibit high values of [, need some experience to
convince themselves of their unfitness, hence to quit. As a consequence, it might take a bit of time
for the efficiency-driven dynamic self-selection of firms to emerge inducing the declining pattern of
KW.
Notice however that in the Pakes and Ericson (1998) explanation despite the non monotonic pattern
of the hazard function it still holds true that as time passes the pool of surviving firms becomes
increasingly more efficient.



$UDWLRQDOHIRUWKHSURJUDP

Within this framework the rationale for the L.44 program rests on two premises. Firstly, there
should exist (among eligible agents) some efficient potential firms - or at least potential firms
capable of becoming efficient thanks to proper training - that is firms with ‘high’ expected profits
due to ‘low’ values for [, which in the absence of the scheme would not enter the industry due to
market imperfections. Secondly, it should be feasible to screen out inefficient applicants, to enrol
(eventually) efficient ones and to let them attain a satisfactory efficiency level by training them.
As for the first premise, the market imperfections alluded to can be thought to work the following
way. Banks do not observe [, the applicant’s potential firm inefficiency, and estimate it by
conditioning on the applicant’s CV. Young people CV’s tend not to be enough informative on [
because they are too short for banks to usefully condition on them. As a consequence var {[ | &9 } , a
measure of the uncertainty banks face when deciding whether or not to issue a loan, is larger for
7

young people. Presumably, banks’ policy is not to issue loans if uncertainty is above a specified
level. Such policy tends to preclude young people from getting loans even if their (potential) true [
was low.
To reinforce such outcome adverse to young people, it is also likely that young people (potential)
firms are on the mean less efficient than firms run by more experienced entrepreneurs, at least at the
outset. Since banks are not in the position to mandate applicants participation in a training program
to fill in their lack of experience, young people would be less likely to receive loans even if their [
were precisely estimated by banks.
As for the second premise, here we are at the heart of this paper: whether applicants were properly
selected (and went through an effective training process) is the crucial question we will try to
answer. On the other hand, we will not try to assess whether the programme originated any
deadweight effect, since the evidence we had access to do not allow us to establish, even only
tentatively, whether subsidised firms would have started operating even in the absence of the
programme.
A simple way to assess the efficiency level of subsidised firms is by exploiting the link between
efficiency and survival chances we established in the previous section. In principle, by comparing
the survival rates of subsidised firms after the initial grant has ceased to those of a comparable
sample of spontaneous firms one could establish how subsidised firms rank relative to spontaneous
firms in term of efficiency.
Notice however that obtaining an unbiased comparison is not a straightforward task since L.44
firms may enjoy substantial benefits even after the initial subsidy has expired. To see this, let us go
back to our notation.
Let S ,44 be the price at which subsidised firms buy inputs at time W and SWI ,6 the corresponding
prices for spontaneous firms. Due to the scheme the inequality
I

W

S MWI ,44 < S MWI ,6 , W = 1, 7 M
holds for at least some M, with M running over inputs. The spell of time during which subsidised firms
face comparatively lower input prices depends on the input. Remember that L.44 firms receive a 2year grant toward purchase of goods and services: hence several inputs other than capital are bought
at a lower price during the first two years. Furthermore, L.44 firms receive a contribution on capital
expenses and a rebate on the mortgage interest rate: hence the user cost of capital is lower than the
market one up to the period in which the initial endowment of capital is completely replaced.
As a result, conditional on [ any subsidised firm bears lower costs and gets higher profits than a
spontaneous firm. Whatever the level of output T, up to the period in which subsidies exhaust the
following inequality holds
F ( T, SWI ,44 ) [ < F ( T, SWI ,6 ) [, W = 1, max 7 M
M

Such impact of subsidies on profits also bears consequences on the subsidised firms stopping
decision since conditional on [ and up to max 7 any subsidised firm is more likely to stay in the
industry than a spontaneous firm
M

M

K(W | [, SWI ,44 ) < K (W | [, SWI ,6 ), W = 1, max 7 M .
M
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Let K (W | 44, S

W

I

,44

) be the aggregate hazard function for the subsidised firms in which we stress the

fact that they are buying their inputs at a subsidised price and let K (W | 6 , SWI ,6 ) be the aggregate
hazard function for the spontaneous firms. The following decomposition holds
K (W | 44, SWI ,44 ) - K (W | 6 , SWI ,6 ) =  K (W | 44, SWI ,44 ) - K (W | 6 , SWI ,44 )  +
 K (W | 6 , SWI ,44 ) - K (W | 6 , SWI ,6 )  .
K (W | 6 , S ,44 ) is the counterfactual aggregate hazard function the spontaneous firms would exhibit if
they received the same subsidy as the actually subsidised firms. The first term in brackets on the
r.h.s. reflects differences in the composition of the two groups with respect to [ since by
conditioning on S ,44 both groups bear exactly the same operating costs. The second term in
brackets on the r.h.s. reflects the impact on the spontaneous firms aggregate hazard function of
switching the input prices from SWI ,6 to S ,44 .
I

W

I

W

I

W

If we could compare the two groups conditioning on input prices (including the user cost of capital)
that is if we could identify the first term in brackets on the r.h.s., the inefficiency index K W_ would
allow us to make across firms efficiency comparisons. Instead, on observing the inequality
K ( W | 44, SWI ,44 ) < K ( W | 6 , SWI ,6 )

as we actually observe (at least over some years since the firms’ start; see below), we cannot say to
which extent this is because of the first term of the decomposition, namely because the pool of
subsidised firms is more efficient than the pool of spontaneous firms, and to which extent it is
because of the second term of the decomposition, namely just because they face lower input prices,
which is exactly what advocates of the programme missed to recognise commenting on the
spectacularly lower mortality rates experienced by subsidised firms.
Also notice that if we could establish the comparison between the two groups at any W larger than
max 7 the second term of the decomposition would vanish, and the resulting comparison across
the two groups would not be biased towards subsidised firms, since at any such W the subsidy is
entirely gone, hence the hazard rate for subsidised firms still alive only reflects their efficiency. The
problem is that while we do know when the subsidy towards operating costs exhausts, namely by
the end of the second year of life, it is not known when the subsidy towards initial investment is
over since to get such information one should know when the initial endowment of capital is
entirely replaced.
M

M

The implication for our analysis is that even comparing subsidised firms to spontaneous ones at any
W slightly beyond the second year of life, the resulting ranking is very likely to be biased towards the
programme. In fact, given the size of the subsidy towards initial investments the bias is likely to be
quite severe, a fact one needs to keep in mind on looking at the results we shall show in section 5.
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To complete the derivation of our evaluation tools we need to elaborate further. Let’s assume that as
soon as π LW falls below τ it does not turn upward above the threshold in any subsequent period.
9

Then, the event (π < τ < π −1 ) becomes the same as ' = W : the (unique) point in time in which the
profit path crosses the threshold uniquely determines the firm survival time.
LW

LW

Then, let

π = S T - F(T , S
T

LW

LW

LW

LW

I

)[

,44

LW

LW

be the current profit at time W which subsidised firm L looks at to decide whether to quit or to stay.
Also let
[ = α + WU (W ) .
LW

L

L

Let us stress again the dependence of π LW on three factors: α is the individual specific effect
reflecting the level of inefficiency of firm L at the time in which selection takes place; WU ( W ) as a
function of W is the (possibly individual specific) path along which the inefficiency decreases over
time due to training and learning-by-doing; finally, as time passes S ,44 increases due to the decline
of the subsidy and the profit declines accordingly.
L

L

I

LW

The firm survival chances depend both on the pattern and on the level of π LW . Other things being
equal, as the subsidy and the profit decline the firm becomes more likely to quit. To prevent the
firm survival chances from being affected by the subsidy decline, it takes that the other two factors
affecting the profit level counterbalance the subsidy decline. That is, it must happen that either α is
sufficiently high – i.e., the firm is sufficiently efficient from the outset -, or training delivered under
the program is effective in improving the firm efficiency over time (or both).
L

The three components of the program and their roles are apparent here:
1. screening: firms should be selected exhibiting reasonably high α ;
L

2. training: their efficiency should be enhanced by training (and learning by doing);
3. financing: to overcome the market imperfections, selected firms should be financially supported.
Apparently, it is in the foundations of the program that firms’ survival chances eventually must not
rely on the subsidy. They must rely on the level of efficiency subsidised firms eventually reach. In
this respect, if the efficiency at selection is enough high and/or it is improved upon to a proper
degree during the start-up period then subsidised firms should not be induced to quit as the subsidy
declines.
To formalise such requirement it is straightforward to require that the hazard function for each
specific firm does not increase over time. On aggregating over firms, we get the (weaker)
requirement that the mean hazard function
( {K (W | [ , S

W

I

,44

)} = ∫ K (W | [ , S

I

,44

W

)G) ( [ )

must not increase over time. This requirement is not directly testable since we can only identify the
mean hazard rate for firms still alive at time W
( {K (W | [, S

W

I

,44

) | ' ≥ W} = ∫ K ( W | [ , S

W

I

,44

)G) ( [ | ' ≥ W ) ,

which is a non random subgroup out of the subsidised firms pool. This is exactly the same dynamic
self-selection problem we met with spontaneous firms: since firms are heterogeneous with respect
to their efficiency, surviving firms exhibit a level of the hazard rate lower than the quitting firms.
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Moreover, the slope of ( {K (W | [ , S

W

I

,44

) | ' ≥ W} - the mean hazard function among surviving firms -

is downward biased with respect to the slope of ( {K (W | [ , S

I

,44

W

)} - the mean hazard function in the

population.
As a consequence, we cannot conclude anything on the pattern of ( {K (W | [ , S

W

case: if ( {K (W | [ , S

I

W

( {K (W | [ , S

W

I

,44

,44

I

,44

)} except in one

) | ' ≥ W} , the identifiable hazard function, increases over time then DIRUWLRUL

)} increases over time, as well. Which would allow us to conclude that subsidised

firms are induced to quit as the subsidy decline.

 (FRQRPHWULFV
The comparison group we use is a pool of spontaneous firms drawn from the Social Security
archive. Up to now we referred to an ideal pool of firms belonging to the same industry and
operating in a homogeneous environment. In practice, firms included in our sample are very
heterogeneous. In particular, even based on the rather poor information we have (see the Appendix)
it is very likely that severe heterogeneity comes in with respect to technology, prices and economy
wide conditions firms face during their life. In the following we will proxy such heterogeneity by
two-digit industry, location and cohort of birth. In fact, two firms belonging to the same cohort of
birth, operating in the same geographical area and in the same industry are very likely to bear
similar technological constraints, to buy their inputs and to sell their outputs at similar prices and to
face the same macroeconomic ups and downs.
Let ] be the variable denoting the observable heterogeneity and let us stress the dependence of the
hazard function on ] by writing K ( W | [, ] , S ) (with [ denoting the firms inefficiency and S the
I

I

input prices as in section 3). Let \ be the binary outcome dying/surviving at period Wconditioning
on surviving at least up to that period. The mean value of \ for a firm at a level of inefficiency [
W

W

with characteristics ] and buying its inputs at price S is K ( W | [, ] , S
I

with

W

) . Let us rewrite

I

\ as
W

\W = K ( W | [ , ] , S I ) + ε W
capturing variation of \W around its conditional mean due to unobservable heterogeneity.

Let , S be the binary variable indexing the status with respect to the programme.
On taking the mean of \W conditional on , we find
K (W | , ) = ∫ K (W | [, ], S )G) ,
I

[ S

I

|] , ,

G) | + ( {ε | , }
],

W

showing that the comparison of the aggregate hazard functions across the two groups besides
reflecting the differences with respect to [ and to S also reflects the differential composition of the
two groups with respect to the observables ] as well as the unobservables . This is disturbing since
it precludes using the aggregate hazard function as a tool to make across groups efficiency
comparisons. Suppose that by moving to a time period Wenough away from the firms birth to make
us confident the residual subsidy is negligible we found that K W_  is smaller than K W_6 . Such
evidence would be useless since we would not be able to establish whether subsidised firms are less
efficient or they are comparatively disadvantaged by adverse ]and .
I

W

W

We develop our evaluation resting on the following
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,GHQWLI\LQJUHVWULFWLRQ \ ⊥ , | [, ] , S  ∀W 
I

W

In words, the restriction asserts that if we could randomly select one firm out of the subsidised pool
and one firm out of the spontaneous pool such that they exhibit exactly the same level of
inefficiency and the same characteristics ] and then we let them buy their inputs at the same price
S the two firms will exhibit the same hazard function.
I

The result we rely on in our empirical analysis is in the following
7KHRUHP/HW6EHDVXEVHWRIWKHVSRQWDQHRXVILUPVSRSXODWLRQVXFKWKDWWKHHTXDOLW\ )]|6 = )]|44
KROGV7KHQWKHDJJUHJDWHKD]DUGIXQFWLRQK W_, , 6GHSHQGVRQ,RQO\WKURXJK ) ,
3URRI

( { \ | , } = ( {K (W | [ , ], S ) | , } + ( {ε | , } .
I

W

( {ε | , } = ( {ε
W

[ S

W

The

W

identifying

restriction

I

|,


implies

} which is equal to 0. As for the first term on the r.h.s.

( {K(W | [, ], S ) | , } = ∫ K(W | [, ], S )G) ,
I

I

[ S

G) | = ∫ K(W | [, ], S )G) ,
I

I

|] , ,

],

[ S

I

|] , ,

G)

]

the last equality following from the theorem premise. 4('
As an implication of the theorem once we get a comparison group distributed with respect to ]the
same as the subsidised group we feel confident that if we find any difference across the two groups
either in the level or in the pattern of the aggregate hazard function it is due to differences with
respect to either S or [.
I

One simple way to obtain a comparison group distributed with respect to ] the same as the
subsidised group is to PDWFKto each subsidised firm exhibiting characteristics ] a specified number
N of spontaneous firms with the same characteristics. Then, we can compare the level and the
pattern of the hazard functions across the two groups in a completely non-parametric fashion.
To further clarify crucial aspects of our analysis three remarks are in order on the treatment of
observable and unobservable heterogeneity, on the nature of the parameter of interest and on the
solution we adopt to control for ], respectively.
Firstly, the typical problems an analysis of duration data aims to solve are L) to model the
dependence of the failure rate on some observable characteristics of the units and ii) to establish
whether the frequently encountered declining pattern of the hazard function reflects true duration
dependence or simply reflects the presence of unobservable heterogeneity. Notice that in our
problem it is not this way.
On the one hand, to the evaluation of the L.44 programme the dependence of the hazard function on
the observable heterogeneity ] is a nuisance not a feature of primary interest. We only need to
control for ] to allow the difference across the two groups in the cfd ) , | to emerge through the
[ S

I

,

aggregate hazard functions.
On the other hand, we do not try to distinguish between true vs spurious duration dependence. The
model we set in section 3 allows for both kinds of duration dependence. True negative duration
dependence emerges because the longer firms survive the more they become fit hence able to
survive further. Besides, during their infancy subsidised firms also experience some training which
reinforces the true dependence of the survival chances on the elapsed survival time. Spurious
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negative duration dependence emerges because firms are [-heterogeneus at the outset inducing the
well known declining pattern of the aggregate hazard rates. In the subsidised vs spontaneous firms
comparison we aim at establishing how selected firms rank as compared to spontaneous ones in
term of efficiency but we do not try to separately identify the role played by the screening vs the
training components of the program in determining the actual ranking. In the analysis of the pattern
of the subsidised firms hazard function again we only aim to assess whether screening and training
jointly counterbalance the incentive to quit due to the decline of the subsidy.
Secondly, most of the recent literature on program evaluation deal with problems in which the
parameter of interest is the difference between the outcome \L7 the L-th unit would experience by
being exposed to a treatment and the outcome \L17 the same unit would experience by being denied

the treatment; \L7 - \L17 is the impact of the treatment on the L-th unit (see Rubin, 1974). In our case
study the outcome is the firm survival time. Given the size of the subsidy each enrolled firm
receives no one can seriously doubt that the program impact \L7 - \L17 is large on each firm3.
The point here is that such impact is not the interesting parameter for the L.44 programme. The
academic literature and the European Commission guidelines we quoted argue that the programme
goal is to promote firms capable of surviving on their own. To get such goal beneficiaries must be
carefully selected and properly trained. It is true that they also receive a subsidy but only because,
so the argument goes, otherwise they would not start operating due to the market imperfections. The
\L7 - \L17 parameter tells us nothing on the central questions: did the panel of referees identify good
applicants? Were they properly trained? On the other hand, we do provide some answers to those
questions by identifying the efficiency of recruited firms as compared to that of spontaneous ones
and by checking whether the survival chances of recruited firms depend on the subsidy.
There is an illuminating way of contrasting a classical impact analysis to the analysis we develop in
this paper based on the decomposition of K (W | 44, SWI ,44 ) - K (W | 6 , SWI ,6 ) we derived in section 3.2. The

term K (W | 6 , SWI ,44 ) - K (W | 6 , SWI ,6 ) of that decomposition is straightforwardly interpreted as the mean
impact of the subsidy on the comparison group, while the term K (W | 44, S

W

I

,44

) - K(W | 6 , S

W

I

,44

) is akin

to, but not the same as, the selection bias in a ‘ \ 7 vs \ 17 ’-type evaluation problem. It is not just a
selection bias because as we explained in section 3.2 it reflects the difference across the two groups
with respect to [at time W as a result of both the selection of the subsidised group and the training
subsidised firms went through. In a classical impact analysis it is the first term, the impact, to be the
parameter of interest, while the second term, the selection bias, is a nuisance. In the present analysis
it is the other way round: the quasi-selection bias is the parameter of interest while the impact of the
subsidy is a nuisance.
Looking at the evaluation problem this way bears a key practical implication. In a ‘ \ 7 vs \ 17 ’-type
evaluation problem the programme impact on single agents cannot be identified since we cannot
observe both \ 7 and \ 17 on the same agent. This is the fundamental problem of causal inference as
Holland (1986) effectively named it. One has to resort to identifying mean impacts which can be
done by contrasting the mean outcome experienced by a group of agents went through the treatment
to the mean outcome experienced by a group of agents denied the treatment. To identify the mean
impact the agents included in the comparison group must be exactly alike the agents included in the
3

In fact, if the programme advocates were right the counterfactual event for each recruited firm would be zero: in the absence of
the programme they would have not started operating. Hence, the impact of the programme on subsidised firms would be equal
to the observed survival time.
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treatment group except for their status with respect to the treatment. In a non experimental setting, a
common (but by far not unique; see Heckman and Robb, 1985) way to satisfy such requirement is
to control for all the observable characteristics of the agents likely to bias the comparison between
the treatment and the comparison group. Formally, by letting Z be the characteristics one conditions
on and , the binary variable indexing the status with respect to the treatment, the following
Conditional Independence Assumption (CIA) must hold
( \ 7 , \ 17 ) : , | Z
(see Rubin, 1974). In words, let the agent L be assigned to the treatment and the agent M be denied the
treatment; let the two agents be equal with respect to Z. CIA requires that if the agent M was
assigned to the treatment (or the agent L was denied the treatment) the difference in the outcomes we
would observe between the two agents, \L7 - \ 7M (or \L17 - \ 17
M ), would not depart from zero
systematically.
Carefully notice that to solve our evaluation problem we do not want to condition on a set of
observables such that CIA is satisfied. If as a result of the selection process it was the case that
enrolled firms are more efficient than spontaneous ones, hence more likely to survive, it is exactly
that differential in the survival chances we want to identify since it would document that the panel
of referees is doing the right thing. A mind experiment to reveal such differential would be to issue
the subsidy to a sample of (otherwise comparable) spontaneous firms and then to compare the
survival chances across the two groups. Such mind experiment would identify the quasi-selection
bias term in the decomposition in section 3.2.
In fact, we do some controlling by matching on ], but such controlling is not aimed to fulfill CIA,
that is to compensate for all the differences in the composition of the two groups. Matching on ] is
needed because the two groups must be composed the same way with respect to any variable but [
affecting the hazard rates to let the differential composition of the two groups with respect to [
emerges through the hazard rates.
Thirdly, in our view sweeping out heterogeneity with respect to ] by matching offers some
advantages over parametric and semi-parametric regression-like methods. We aim at comparing the
mean value of \W in the two groups controlling for differences in the composition with respect to ].
By specifying a parametric functional form for the dependence of the mean value of \W on ] we get
under the threat of missing the right specification which might turn into a bias of the comparison
across the two groups. Instead, by building a comparison group composed the same way as the
subsidised group with respect to ] we do not need any further controlling for ]. Thus, we avoid the
explicit modelling (and the risk of mis-specification thereof) of the way in which ] affects the
survival chances. Further, as we explained there are good reasons to believe the baseline hazard
function is not the same in the two groups, hence a modelling of hazards as flexible as possible is
valuable.
Besides controlling for the firm’s characteristics listed at the beginning of this section, in principle
one might argue that we should also control for the age of the entrepreneur(s) running the firms
since the entrepreneur age, which is presumably correlated to his/her experience, might enhance the
firm chances to survive. Since in our data set we do not have the entrepreneur age available and our
comparison group is most likely made up of firms run by entrepreneurs exceeding the age limit for
eligibility there is room for some bias against the programme.
In fact, the evidence resulting from other studies in the field are not straightforwardly against our
comparison group. Harhoff, Stahl and Woywodes (1998) find that the owner age is either irrelevant
for or negatively associated to the survival time depending on the industry and on the reason why
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the firm ceased operating. Such evidence implies that the bias resulting from our comparison group,
if any, is in favour of the programme not against it. Bates (1990) and Cressy (1996) find a non
monotonic relationship linking the survival chances to the owner age, mildly increasing up to
middle age and then decreasing, an evidence suggesting that the bias, if any, is not severe and its
sign needs not be against the programme. On the whole, there seems not to be any compelling
evidence against using our comparison group.
There are three further possible arguments against our comparison group one might figure out on
which it is worth saying a word. Firstly, if the panel of referees is recruiting efficient applicants
which would have started even in the absence of the programme, the comparison group turns out
worse than it would have been in the absence of the programme since the panel of referees is
moving good firms from the comparison group to the subsidised one. Given the scale of the
programme we believe the resulting bias is negligible. Secondly, if only (potential) firms run by
good managers apply for the programme because bad managers are not well informed and if such
bad managers start their firms the comparison group turns out sistematically worse as a result of the
self-selection into application. We believe the occurrence of such self-selection is very unlikely
since the programme quickly became very popular in Italy due to a widespread advertising and due
to the size of the subsidies it issues. Thirdly, if (potential) firms had to wait to know whether they
have been selected before starting operating it could be that brilliant eligible agents self-select out of
the program to avoid wasting their time. In fact, immediately after application it is up to them to
wait and see or to start. Hence, the optimal strategy to an eligible agent willing to start the firm
immediately is to apply and then to start, no matter for how good s/he is.
Turning back to our matching procedure, we had some ]-strata in which the required number of
matches was not available. As a consequence, the distribution of ]after matching was not the same
in the two groups. To compensate for such compositional differences we use the following
weighting procedure which builds on Dehejia and Wahba (1995).
Again, let the comparison of the mean value of \ in the two groups be the parameter of interest, with
\ the binary outcome dying/surviving at a specific time period conditioning on surviving at least up
to that time period. If )]|44 ≠ )]|6 , then comparing ( { \ | 44} = ∫ ( { \ | 44, ]}G)]|44 to

( { \ | 6 } = ∫ ( { \ | 6 , ]}G)]|V reflects differences between the two groups both in the argument of the

integral, ( { \ | ., ] )} and in the distribution with respect to which the integral is evaluated, )]|. .
Dehejia and Wahba (1995) point out that to control for differences with respect to )]|. it suffices to
choose a reference distribution (that is to choose the distribution with respect to which mean values
are evaluated) and to evaluate the mean value of ( { \ | , , ] )} , , 6 with respect to the chosen

distribution. By choosing )]|44 as the reference distribution, we compare ( { \ | 44} to
( { \ | 6 }44 = ∫ ( { \ | 6 , ]}G)]|44 = ∫ ( { \ | 6 , ]}

G)]|44
G)]|V ,
G)]|V

with the weights
Z( ] ) =

G)]|44
G)]|V

acting on spontaneous firms by down-weighting (up-weighting) those exhibiting characteristics ]
over-represented (under-represented) with respect to the distribution of ] in the pool of subsidised
firms.
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By applying the Bayes theorem, Z ] can be expressed the following way
Z( ] ) =

Pr(44 | ] ) Pr( 6 )
,
Pr( 6 | ] ) Pr(44)

3U _] being the SURSHQVLW\ VFRUH as defined by Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983), that is the
probability to observe a subsidised firm conditional on ] in the population represented by the
available sample. By assuming a logistic specification for the SURSHQVLW\VFRUH
Pr(44 | ] ) =

exp {β ’]}
,
1 + exp {β ’]}

the unknownZ ] can be replaced by its sample counterpart

{ }

^

^

Z( ] ) = exp β ’]

Q6
,
Q44

^

where β is the ML estimate of the logistic coefficients and Q6 , Q44 are the numbers of spontaneous
and subsidised firms in the sample, respectively.
The hazard function at period W for subsidised firms is estimated by the conventional ratio number of
firms dying during period W to number of firms at risk of dying at the beginning of period W
^

K(W | 44) = ∑ , ( 'L = W ) / ∑ , ( 'L ≥ W ) .
{L∈44}
{L∈44}
It is well known that this way of estimating the hazard function allows one to deal with incomplete
spells, namely the survival times of units which are still alive at the time in which the observation of
the phenomenon stops (see Cox and Oakes, 1984). The sampling variance of the estimate is
K(W | 44)[(1 − K(W | 44)]/ Q(W ) 44 . The corresponding estimate for a hypothetical population of
spontaneous firms exhibiting the same composition with respect to ] as that of subsidised firms is
obtained exploiting the weights just introduced to down-weight (up-weight) over-represented
(under-represented) spontaneous firms
^

K (W | 6 )44 = ∑ S ( ]L ) , ( 'L = W )
{L∈6 }

S ( ]L ) =

Z ( ]L )
,
∑ Z( ]L ) , ( 'L ≥ W )

{L∈6 }

with sampling variance K (W | 6 )44 [1 − K(W | 6 )44 ] ∑ S( ]L )2 , ( 'L ≥ W ) . Notice that if the two groups
{L∈6 }
were balanced with respect to ], then the SURSHQVLW\VFRUH would not depend on ], Z ] (and S ] )
would be constant over units and the estimated hazard function for spontaneous firms would
collapse to the standard one. Survival functions are estimated by the usual product-limit estimator.
One might argue that by using weights derived from a logistic specification of the propensity score
we are in fact introducing a parametric component in our non parametric analysis. Any
misspecification of the propensity score in principle could bias the analysis of the hazard rates. In
practice, testing the specification of the propensity score is very easily done. Exploiting theorem 3
by Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983, p.45), if the propensity score is properly specified it must happen
that the distribution of z for the spontaneous firms after the weighting procedure has been applied is
equal to its counterpart for subsidised firms. A simple informal test is then to graphically compare
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the two distributions, which in our case leads to accept the specification4 (Dehejia and Wahba,
1999, p. 1057, implement a specification test on the propensity score based on the same idea).
Since the non parametric estimate of the hazard functions turned out rather noisy, to better identify
^

the relevant patterns we smoothed the K (W | .) estimates of the hazard functions by fitting splines.
With spontaneous firms we used third degree polynomials, with knots at months 25 and 50,
constraining the derivatives up to the second one at knots. With subsidised firms we used second
degree polynomials constraining derivatives up to the first one, with knots at 20 and 40. The reason
^

for using lower degree polynomials to smooth K (W | 44) is that due to the much smaller sample size
(see section 5) the estimate is much more noisy for the subsidised group hence we plugged in more
smoothing by using lower degree polynomials5. Moreover, to force the smoothed values into the
admissible range, we mapped them through the function N * Φ (.) , with Φ (. ) the cdf of the standard
normal and k chosen in the same order of magnitude as the observed hazard rates6.
To evaluate the sampling variance of the smoothed estimates we used the following simulation
~

procedure. Let K (W | , ) be the smoothed estimate for group ,, , 6. Let Q W_, be the actual number
of firms still alive at time W belonging to group ,. The number of firms quitting at W is simulated as a
~

drawing from the binomial random variable %L Q W_,  K (W | , )  By replicating such simulation on
each time period we obtain one pseudo-sequence of firm quits which allow us to obtain a pseudo
estimate of the hazard function by applying the same estimation and smoothing procedures as on the
~

V

observed sequence. Let K(W | , ) P be the pseudo estimate obtained at the P-th simulation. By
replicating that pseudo estimate a large number of times we are in the position to evaluate the
~

sampling variance of K (W | , ) as
V
~
~
1 0
2
∑ [K(W | , ) P - K(W | , )]
0 P=1

with M the number of replicates.

 (PSLULFDODQDO\VLV
Data exploited in the analysis refer to 256 subsidised firms, to which we matched 11375
spontaneous firms. Firms were born in the time span January 1987 to December 1992 and tracked
through December 1994. Information are derived from Social Security files.
Birth and death dates, hence the spell length, recoverable from the files are not those one would like
to obtain for economic analysis purposes. Strictly speaking they register when a specific firms
started (and ceased) employing people. As a consequence, the resulting duration underestimates the
true one. This is likely not to be a serious problem for our purposes, since we just need to compare
durations in the two groups: conditioning on industry, location and cohort of birth we cannot figure
out any sensible reason to believe that underestimation selectively acts on one of the two groups.
More details on the data set are in the Appendix.
4
5
6

Histograms available from the authors on request.
The degree of the polynomials plays the same role here as the bandwidth in a kernel-based smoothing problem. Decreasing the
degree of the polynomial is the same as increasing the bandwidth of the kernel (see Härdle, 1990, p. 56)
We obtained a heuristical validation of the robustness of our procedure by experimenting with different values of N.
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In Figure 1 non-parametric estimates of survival functions are reported for subsidised and
spontaneous firms along with their 95% confidence intervals. Two main evidences emerge:
•

As we pointed out in section 1, subsidised firms survive definitely much longer than
spontaneous firms. This is precisely the kind of evidence based on which the scheme gained a
consensus over the last decade. However, as we argued in previous sections this evidence by
no means imply that subsidised firms are more efficient than spontaneous ones.

•

Spontaneous firms survival function displays an apparent convexity pointing to a possible
negative duration dependence, whereas the subsidised firms one looks concave, at least
locally pointing to a possible positive duration dependence. In particular, 6 W_ starts
decreasing more steeply around month 30, that is approximately when subsidies towards
operating costs exhaust7.

As for the estimation of the hazard functions, results are in Figure 3. The hazard function for
spontaneous firms exhibits a definite declining pattern starting before the end of the first year of
life. Instead it is increasing over the first ten months of life. This evidence is entirely consistent with
evidence from other countries we quoted in section 3.1. According to the discussion therein, the
interpretation is straightforward. After a short span of time during which they get information on
how fit they are, spontaneous firms dynamically self-select out of the industry based on their
efficiency: more efficient firms exit at a lower rate and as a result the mean hazard function declines
over time.
)LJXUH. Hazard functions for subsidised and spontaneous firms

Contrary to the pattern emerging for spontaneous firms, subsidised firms exhibit an apparent spell
of increasing hazard rates lasting approximately 5.5 years. In principle, one might say that such
pattern is consistent with evidence from other countries. For instance, Harhoff, Stahl and
Woywodes (1998) find that failure rates for firms in selected size classes are increasing up to the
7

As we said, subsidies towards operating costs cover costs borne during the first two years of life, but actual issuing of the
subsidies is delayed up to six months.
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fifth year of life. The crucial point for our analysis is that such pattern is entirely at odds with the
pattern of the hazard rates for a pool of spontaneous firms belonging to the same cohort of birth,
operating in the same (two-digit) industries and in the same geographical areas.
To test whether such increasing pattern reflects a true feature of K W_ or is trivially due to
sampling errors we derived the distribution under the null hypothesis
+ 0 : K W_ constant over time
of a statistic associated to the estimated hazard function. Since under the alternative hypothesis it is
D SULRUL plausible that K W_ starts increasing around the end of the second year, that is when a
significant fraction of the subsidies exhaust, we calculate the probability under + 0 to observe a
sequence of increasing hazard rates over the time span month 24 to at least month 67 (the observed
turning point). The p-value is evaluated by simulating 1000 pseudo-values following the same
~

procedure we describe at the end of section 4 the only difference being that here we replace K (W | , )
^

by K 0 ( , ) the estimated hazard rate under the null hypothesis. The number of firms quitting at time W
^

is simulated as a drawing from the binomial random variable %L Q W_,  K 0 ( , )  Pseudo-estimates of
the hazard function are obtained on each simulated sequence of firm quits by applying the same
estimation and smoothing procedures as on the observed sequence.

The p-value turns out to be .029 signalling a departure from + 0 towards the particular alternative
we are considering. A simple explanation for the much longer period over which the hazard
function for subsidised firms increases follows from the discussion in section 3. There is a
substantial span of time just after the second year of life during which the level of efficiency at
selection and the efficiency improvements during the start-up period are not enough high to
outperform the incentive to quit as the subsidy declines. In this respect, contrary to the intended
goals, the program is yielding a pool of firms whose surviving chances do depend on subsidies.
To appreciate how much sampling variance matters, following Bowman and Azzalini (1997, p. 82)
we replicated 100 times the simulation procedure described at the end of section 4 obtaining 100
pseudo-estimates of the hazard functions. In Figure 4 such pseudo-estimates are drawn. As a direct
consequence of the much larger sample size, the estimated hazard function for spontaneous firms is
more reliable than the one for subsidised firms.
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)LJXUH. Sampling variance of estimated hazard functions for subsidised and spontaneous firms

To draw the implication of Figure 4 for the efficiency comparison across the two groups notice that
somewhere in the range (40,50) the two hazard functions become statistically equal. Let’s pretend
for a while that in such time range subsidies are already gone. Then we are allowed to use the
hazard function as a tool to compare subsidised to spontaneous firms with respect to their
efficiency. The conclusion would be that among firms still alive in that time range subsidised firms
are on the mean as efficient as spontaneous ones. Even if we could believe the pretence, our
conclusions would be much less SUR programme than it has been advocated so far. To see this
notice that in the time range (40,50) approximately 90% and 70% among subsidised and
spontaneous firms, respectively, are still alive (see Figure 1). That is, after discarding the worst 10%
among subsidised firms we are left with a pool of firms which on the mean is just as efficient as the
best 70% among spontaneous firms. In fact, there is little sign of excellence here.
Things are likely to be even worse for the programme, though. Given the size of the subsidy
towards investments it is very likely that in the range (40,50) subsidised firms are still bearing a
user cost of capital substantially lower than the market one. Hence, the index we are using to
compare subsidised firms to spontaneous ones is biased in favour of subsidised firms.
Contrary to the programme advocates claim, comparing the survival chances of subsidised firms to
those of spontaneous ones suggests that subsidised firms do not pop out as particularly brilliant.

 &RQFOXGLQJUHPDUNV
In this paper we move from the evidence that subsidised firms survive much longer than
comparable (with respect to two-digit industry, location and cohort of birth) spontaneous firms.
Over the last decade similar evidence have been used to advocate that enrolled firms are remarkably
better than spontaneous firms. Eventually, the European Commission included the L.44 programme
in its active labour market Best Practice Policies list.
Our assessment of such claim develops along the following steps. L) The programme aims at
promoting successful firms which in the absence of the programme would not start. Hence, to
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conclude that the programme is working one should provide evidence that recruited firms perform
well and that they would have not started as spontaneous firms. ii) The only available measure
related to firms efficiency is their survival chances which increases as the firm efficiency increases.
Unfortunately, since survival chances also increases by providing firms with subsidies any
comparison between subsidised firms and spontaneous ones based on such measure is biased
towards subsidised firms. iii) To obtain a meaningful comparison across the two groups one should
look at the survival chances after the subsidy is gone.
The evidence we obtain out of this line of analysis is much less pro-programme than it has been
claimed in the past.
Firstly, our results suggest that after taking into account the survival chances enhancing impact of
the subsidy at best selected firms are as good as the best 70% among spontaneous firms. We
emphasise ‘at best’ because there are two reasons to believe things are even worse. i) The previous
statement properly applies only to a sub-set of subsidised firms obtained by discarding the worst
10% among selected firms. Apparently, by including the worst 10% the ranking would worsen. ii)
Since we cannot completely control for the subsidies the index we use to perform efficiency
comparisons is very likely to overstate the subsidised firms efficiency. The intuition for such
dramatic contrast between our conclusion and previous claims is simple. Previous analysts did not
spell out how much the hazard rates for subsidised firms rest on their efficiency and how much it
rests on the subsidy.
Secondly, we found evidence that a few months after their birth they start dying at an increasing
rate as the amount of subsidies decreases, a pattern which is peculiar to subsidised firms. A
straightforward interpretation of such evidence is that subsidised firms surviving chances depend on
subsidies. This is consistent with previous findings on this kind of programmes which led someone
to wonder (see Storey, 1993) whether the promotion of starting-up firms is worthwhile.
On the whole, our results cast some doubts on the programme ability to promote firms whose
surviving chances do not depend on subsidies. Moreover, as far as spontaneous firms are used as a
benchmark there is no evidence of any higher survival chances. In this respect, the answer to the
question in the title is rather straightforward: subsidised firms live longer than spontaneous ones just
because they are subsidised.

 $SSHQGL[
In this paper we use mainly information from the Social Security files. In Italy each firm with at
least one employee at work in the reference period has to fill a monthly report to the Social Security
Agency (INPS), with name, location, industry of the firm, the overall number of employees and
whether the firm is still active. In order to match the domain of operation of L.44 we considered
only data from January 1987 to December 1994, which refer to firms located in the southern regions
of Italy. We only included firms that started before December 1992, in order to compute hazard
rates on at least 24 months of data.
We used Social Security data both in order to analyse firms which received the subsidy under the
scheme and to build our comparison group. A limitation of the Social Security database is that firms
in agriculture are excluded, since they are classified under a separate archive. Hence we were
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unable to match the information for 117 subsidised firms 8. According to such exclusions, the target
population in our analysis is slightly different from the program one.
Identification of L. 44 firms was quite troublesome. In fact, only the names of the firms selected
under the scheme are publicly known. Hence we had to retrace their fiscal identification number
from a separate archive and match it to Social Security files. In the process we were not able to
track 20% of the firms in our target population, missing data being presumably due to either
registration errors in the two archives (this is known to be an issue with the Social Security archive)
or firms outside the archive domain (firms with no employee; see below). Eventually, we were left
with 256 firms.
Besides excluding agriculture, Social Security data have other limitations worth commenting on.
Firstly, the files report on firms with a positive number of employees.
Secondly, classification by industry is known not to to be very reliable in the in the Italian Social
Security files. Notice however that as far as classification errors do not depend on the firm’s status
with respect to the program they do not bias our comparison.
On the other hand the Social Security archive exhibits one key feature for our purposes, in that it
includes all firms born in the period under consideration, not only those still alive at the time we
entered the archive to get the data. Hence, the estimated survival time distributions we get are not
length biased.
The comparison group has been constructed by matching to each L. 44 firm (a target of) 50 firms
from the archive, spontaneously born in the same geographical area (in the same SURYLQFLD9, or as a
second best, in one of the surrounding SURYLQFLH) and in the same two-digit industry. To compensate
for minor unbalancing with respect to location, industry and cohort of birth resulting from
insufficient matches in some strata the comparison group have been weighted as described in the
main text. Eventually we selected 11375 firms to take part in the comparison group.

8

9

61 subsidized firms were not located in the South due to changes in the eligibility rules which took place in more recent years.
They have been ignored in our work. Finally, 48 firms born after December 1992 whose spell of observation is too short for our
purposes have been omitted from the analysis.
There are 103 SURYLQFLHin Italy
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